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ABSTRACT
Various geochemical records suggest that atmospheric O2 increased in the Ediacaran
(635–541 Ma), broadly coincident with the emergence and diversification of large animals
and increasing marine ecosystem complexity. Furthermore, geochemical proxies indicate that
seawater sulfate levels rose at this time too, which has been hypothesized to reflect increased
sulfide oxidation in marine sediments caused by sediment mixing of the newly evolved macrofauna. However, the exact timing of oxygenation is not yet understood, and there are claims
for significant oxygenation prior to the Ediacaran. Furthermore, recent evidence suggests
that physical mixing of sediments did not become important until the late Silurian. Here we
report a multiple sulfur isotope record from a ca. 835–630 Ma succession from Svalbard,
further supported by data from Proterozoic strata in Canada, Australia, Russia, and the
United States, in order to investigate the timing of oxygenation. We present isotopic evidence
for onset of globally significant bacterial sulfur disproportionation and reoxidative sulfur
cycling following the 635 Ma Marinoan glaciation. Widespread sulfide oxidation helps to
explain the observed first-order increase in seawater sulfate concentration from the earliest
Ediacaran to the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary by reducing the amount of sulfur buried
as pyrite. Expansion of reoxidative sulfur cycling to a global scale also indicates increasing
environmental O2 levels. Thus, our data suggest that increasing atmospheric O2 levels may
have played a role in the emergence of the Ediacaran macrofauna and increasing marine
ecosystem complexity.
INTRODUCTION
The evolution of atmospheric O2 levels in the
late Neoproterozoic is poorly understood, but the
most recent studies indicate that the postulated
Ediacaran rise in pO2 may have been less than
previously thought (Sperling et al., 2015) and that
the Ediacaran ocean may have largely remained
anoxic, only marked by temporally restricted
oxygenation events (Sahoo et al., 2016). However, the timing of oxygenation remains controversial because other studies propose significant
pre-Ediacaran oxygenation (e.g., Blamey et al.,
2016). This highlights that a detailed understanding of the timing of Neoproterozoic oxygenation
is still required, which will in turn inform the
temporal links and potential causal relationship
between environmental change and early animal
evolution. Considering the intimate links between
the marine sulfur cycle and atmospheric O2, we
established a multiple sulfur isotope record from
ca. 835–630 Ma to test models for the timing of
Neoproterozoic oxygenation.
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In modern marine sediments, most of the
H2S produced by microbial sulfate reduction
(MSR) is reoxidized, either directly to sulfate or
to intermediate S species (Jørgensen, 1990). Sulfate and intermediate S compounds such as S0,
SO32–, and S2O32– are formed by reaction of H2S
with O2, NO3–, Fe(III), and Mn(IV) compounds
(e.g., Elsgaard and Jørgensen, 1992), often
mediated by chemolithotrophic sulfide-oxidizing bacteria (Aller and Rude, 1988; Canfield and
Teske, 1996). Intermediate S species and sulfate
can also form by oxidation of iron sulfide minerals with O2, NO3– (biologically catalyzed), and
Mn(IV) compounds (Schippers and Jørgensen,
2001, 2002). Some of the intermediate S species
are further oxidized to sulfate or reduced again
to sulfide. However, a significant proportion of
intermediates are converted to H2S and SO42– by
bacterial sulfur disproportionation (BSD; Jørgensen, 1990; Thamdrup et al., 1993), a metabolism that does not require an electron acceptor
or donor. This step completes the reoxidative S
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cycle, defined as the progression from sulfate
reduction to sulfide oxidation and disproportionation of intermediate S compounds.
The transition from local reoxidative S
cycling to a globally operating reoxidative S
cycle in Earth’s history requires enhanced oxidation of sulfide in marine sediments worldwide.
Although Fe(III) and Mn(IV) may have been the
most important oxidants for sulfide in marine
sediments underlying the dominantly anoxic
Proterozoic oceans, enhanced sulfide oxidation pathways ultimately require enhanced O2
consumption, regardless of the type of proximal
electron acceptor in the initial oxidative process.
Enhanced biologically catalyzed production of S
intermediates may additionally require an evolutionary radiation of nonphotosynthetic sulfideoxidizing bacteria, previously proposed to be
a direct consequence of increasing O2 levels
(Canfield and Teske, 1996). Therefore, onset of
a globally operating reoxidative S cycle, identified by expansion of BSD in global marine sediments, is tantamount to evidence for increasing
atmospheric O2. Identifying a switch from local
to globally significant reoxidative S cycling thus
presents an opportunity to better understand the
timing of Neoproterozoic oxygenation.
BSD produces a negative 34S-32S isotope
fractionation in the sulfide products (Canfield
et al., 1998) such that repeated cycles of sulfide oxidation and BSD may produce sedimentary sulfides that are isotopically lighter than
those produced by MSR alone. However, MSR
alone may cause maximum S isotope fractionations between sulfide and sulfate of as much
as ~-70‰ (Canfield et al., 2010; Sim et al.,
2011; Wing and Halevy, 2014). Because the
d34S values of pyrite in the geological record
are typically <70‰ lighter than coeval seawater sulfate, it is difficult to identify BSD and a
fingerprint of reoxidative sulfur cycling based
on d34S values in ancient environments alone.
However, MSR and BSD can be distinguished
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RESULTS
The d34S values show a gradual increase from
-25.7‰ in the uppermost Veteranen Group to
+40.0‰ in the post-Sturtian Arena Formation
(Fig. 1). Following this maximum, d34S values
gradually decrease to -17.6‰ below the Marinoan Wilsonbreen diamictite. The post-Marinoan d34S record shows an overall increase from
-26.9‰ to +22.3‰ with second-order variability.
D33S values show some scatter in the pre-Sturtian units (Fig. 1) and reach their most negative
value of -0.175‰ in the post-Sturtian Arena
Formation. The D33S values gradually increase
during the Cryogenian, mirroring d34S, which
is characteristic of fractionations dominated
by MSR (Farquhar et al., 2003). In contrast,
an upsection trend to a maximum D33S value
of +0.232‰ parallels increasing d34S values in
the post-Marinoan Dracoisen Formation with
remarkably little scatter (Fig. 1). Following this
maximum, D33S values gradually decrease at the
top of the section.
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by measuring 33S in addition to 32S and 34S
because each metabolism produces a distinctive d33S and d34S relationship (Farquhar et
al., 2003; Johnston et al., 2005a; Pellerin et
al., 2015). Comparative physiological studies have shown that BSD can produce 33S-32S
fractionations between sulfate and sulfide that
are slightly greater than those for MSR, when
normalized to the same degree of 34S-32S fractionation (Johnston et al., 2005a). As a result,
33
S enrichments in Mesoproterozoic carbonateassociated sulfate have been interpreted as a
signal of active BSD (Johnston et al., 2005b).
However, the large fractionations of 34S, 33S,
and 32S during MSR at low cell-specific sulfate
reduction rates can mimic the effects of BSD in
the sulfate reservoir (Sim et al., 2011), necessitating an alternative approach to identify the
imprint of BSD in ancient sedimentary rocks.
Here we focus on stratigraphic variation in the
isotopic composition of Neoproterozoic pyrites,
and use a steady-state isotope model to investigate how intrinsic microbial fractionations are
translated into pyrite S isotopes.
We measured d 34S and D 33S in sedimentary pyrites within organic-rich shale intervals
deposited at storm wave base from a ca. 835–
630 Ma Neoproterozoic sedimentary succession in Svalbard (Fig. 1) to evaluate the global
significance of BSD through this critical interval in Earth history {D33S = d33S – 1000 × [1 +
(d34S/1000)33lref –1], where 33lref is equal to 0.515
and approximates low-temperature equilibrium
mass-dependent fractionation}. Our conclusions are further bolstered by new data from the
post-Marinoan of Australia and Canada, the ca.
1460 Ma Belt Supergroup of the United States,
and published data from Paleoproterozoic and
Mesoproterozoic sedimentary pyrites from Russia and Canada.
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Figure 1. Chemostratigraphy of the Neoproterozoic succession in Svalbard.
Analytical error is smaller than symbol size.
BSD—bacterial sulfur disproportionation.
V.—Veteranen Group; O—Oxfordbreen Formation; Svanb.—Svanbergfjellet Formation;
B—Backlundtoppen Formation; Slan.—Slangen Member.

DISCUSSION
We assume that our pyrites predominantly
formed in pore waters because paleoredox data
from these locations suggest deposition under
oxic to anoxic-ferruginous conditions (Kunz
mann et al., 2015; see the GSA Data Repository1).
Therefore, we created a steady-state, isotope
mass-balance model for pyrite formed in pore
waters based on a published model (Berner,
1964) for net pore-water sulfate consumption,
defined here as the difference between the sulfate
consumed during MSR and that produced during
1
GSA Data Repository item 2017054, additional
information, methods, and data, is available online
at www.geosociety.org/datarepository/2017, or on
request from editing@geosociety.org.

BSD. Our model assumes that the isotopic composition of pyrite tracks the isotopic composition
of aqueous sulfide produced during net sulfate
consumption, and that the aqueous sulfide produced is trapped essentially instantaneously as
pyrite. By considering isotopic fractionation during net sulfate consumption, our model calculations can distinguish the isotopic influences of
MSR and BSD (Pellerin et al., 2015; Fig. 2). In
our first model runs, we set the net fractionation
factors for pyrite production, 33lnet to 0.513 and
34
anet to 0.95 (Fig. 2A); these are both reasonable values for a population of sulfate reducing
microbes (Johnston et al., 2005a). With these
fractionations, our model reproduces more than
90% of pre-Marinoan Neoproterozoic pyrite data
via MSR alone when the sulfate in the overlying seawater is set to vary between -0.1‰ and
-0.2‰ for D33S and between 10‰ and 40‰ for
d34S (Fig. 2A). Such d34S variation is consistent
with the strong isotopic and concentration fluctuations that have been inferred for the Neoproterozoic seawater sulfate reservoir (Hurtgen et
al., 2005). The variation in D33S in our model is
consistent with the negative D33S values that have
been estimated for early- and mid-Proterozoic
seawater sulfate (Johnston et al., 2008; Scott et
al., 2014). Thus we conclude that reoxidative
S cycling was at most a local phenomenon in
Svalbard sediments deposited before the Marinoan glaciation.
The trend of steeply increasing D33S values with increasing d34S values in sedimentary
pyrites from the post-Marinoan Dracoisen Formation, however, cannot be reproduced by a
model with isotopic fractionation imposed only
by MSR, even if the sulfate isotope composition
of overlying seawater is taken to have positive
d34S and D33S values (Fig. 2B), as recently determined for the immediate post-Marinoan sulfate
reservoir (Crockford et al., 2016). This trend
can only be reproduced by increasing 33lnet to
0.516 (Fig. 2C), which is well above the limit
for MSR (Farquhar et al., 2003; Johnston et al.,
2005a; Sim et al., 2011) and requires significant
disproportionation of intermediate S compounds
(>80% of all sulfide produced by MSR is reoxidized; see the Data Repository) in concert with
relatively intense MSR (Pellerin et al., 2015).
Therefore, our results suggest significant reoxidative S cycling in Svalbard sediments in the
aftermath of the ca. 635 Ma Marinoan glaciation.
To test the potential global nature of Ediacaran reoxidative S cycling, we measured
pyrite S isotopes from post-Marinoan shales of
the lower part of the early Ediacaran Sheepbed
Formation (younger than 635 Ma) in northwestern Canada and from the latest Cryogenian–earliest Ediacaran upper Black River Dolomite in
Tasmania (640.7 ± 5.7 Ma) (Kendall et al., 2009;
Rooney et al., 2014). These data plot in the field
of disproportionation (Fig. 2D). Thus, it seems
that the significant reoxidative S cycling seen in
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Figure 2. Measured, modeled, and compiled d34S and D33S data. A: Individual curves represent
modeled pyrite isotopic compositions formed from a sulfate pool with an isotopic composition
at the right end of the curve; pyrites evolve along curves from left to right with sulfate consumption. More than 90% of pre-Marinoan samples plot in the model field for pyrites formed
by microbial sulfate reduction (MSR) only. A few samples from the pre-Marinoan Russoya
Member (Mbr) and Svanbergfjellet Formation, as well as samples from the post-Marinoan Dracoisen Formation, require bacterial sulfur disproportionation (BSD). Gr—group. B: MSR-only
models fail to reproduce the data from the post-Marinoan Dracoisen Formation even when the
starting composition of sulfate is set to positive d34S and D33S values. C: The model field can
span the data from the post-Marinoan Dracoisen Formation with a single change in the model:
increasing 33lnet (which reflects the intensity of isotopic preference for 33S during net sulfate
consumption) from 0.513 to 0.516, a value requiring BSD. D: Compilation of literature data
and additional analysis. Published data are from Scott et al. (2014) (Zaonega) and Johnston
et al. (2006) (Animikie). The reproducibility (1s) of analyses (replicate samples) is estimated
to be better than 0.1‰ for d34S and 0.015‰ for D33S. Superg—supergroup.

the early Ediacaran of Svalbard was widespread
and likely global in nature, starting immediately
after the Marinoan glacial interval and lasting
for at least the duration over which our samples
were deposited (~5 m.y.). Sedimentary rocks
from the ca. 580 Ma Buah Formation in Oman
were independently interpreted to reflect BSD
(Wu et al., 2015), suggesting that reoxidative S
cycling was a persistent part of the sulfur cycle
throughout the Ediacaran, even though the Ediacaran ocean may have been dominantly anoxic
(Sperling et al., 2015; Sahoo et al., 2016).
In order to evaluate whether a globally significant reoxidative S cycle operated before the earliest Ediacaran, we compiled previously published
d34S and D33S data from Paleoproterozoic pyrites.
Like our samples from Svalbard, all shales were
deposited under ferruginous conditions (Fig.
DR3). Together with new measurements from the
ca. 1460 Ma Belt Supergroup, this compilation
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demonstrates that S isotope data in Paleoproterozoic and Mesoproterozoic pyrites do not require
BSD (Fig. 2D). The lack of a globally operating reoxidative S cycle throughout most of the
Proterozoic indicates qualitatively an increase
in atmospheric O2 in the earliest Ediacaran. This
result does not preclude transient fluctuations in
oxygen levels earlier in the Proterozoic (Bachan
and Kump, 2015). The exact timing of the earliest Ediacaran oxygenation appears to be coincident with the end of the Marinoan glacial interval.
This testable prediction can be evaluated in the
future from ferruginous pre-Marinoan strata in
the Canadian and Australian basins studied here
(Fig. 2D). Although the timing of this oxidative
onset may suggest a causal link between increasing atmospheric O2 levels and animal diversification and marine ecosystem complexity, calibration of the oxygen demand of BSD is needed to
make this possible link quantitative.

www.gsapubs.org

Sulfate levels in the immediate aftermath
of the Marinoan glaciation may have been as
low as <300 mM (Crockford et al., 2016) and
perhaps rose to near modern levels (>17 mM;
Horita et al., 2002) at the Precambrian-Cambrian boundary. With due recognition of the
significant uncertainties associated with these
estimates, the Ediacaran likely underwent a firstorder increase in marine sulfate concentrations.
Ediacaran bioturbation has been proposed as a
driver for this rise (Canfield and Farquhar, 2009),
but sedimentary fabrics indicate that animals
did not begin to thoroughly mix sediments until
the late Silurian (Tarhan et al., 2015). Enhanced
microbial sulfide oxidation followed by BSD at
or near the sediment-seawater interface (Canfield and Teske, 1996), however, will inevitably increase seawater sulfate levels by reducing
the amount of sulfur buried as pyrite. Relative
oxidative S fluxes as inferred from the Svalbard samples (>80% of all sulfide produced by
MSR oxidized; see the Data Repository) can
sustain marine sulfate concentrations that are
at least 5 and perhaps 100 times greater than
what would be possible without reoxidative S
cycling (see the Data Repository), providing a
plausible mechanism for elevated seawater sulfate in the absence of bioturbation. The firstorder increase of the Ediacaran sulfate reservoir
may have ultimately ushered in a Phanerozoicstyle sulfur cycle.
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